Let G be a directed graph with n vertices and non-negative weights in its directed edges, embedded on a surface of genus g, and let f be an arbitrary face of G. We describe a randomized algorithm to preprocess the graph in O(g n log n) time with high probability, so that the shortest-path distance from any vertex on the boundary of f to any other vertex in G can be retrieved in O(log n) time. Our result directly generalizes the O(n log n)-time algorithm of Klein [Multiple-source shortest paths in planar graphs. In Proc. 16th Ann. ACM-SIAM Symp. Discrete Algorithms, 2005] for multiple-source shortest paths in planar graphs. Intuitively, our preprocessing algorithm maintains a shortest-path tree as its source point moves continuously around the boundary of f . As an application of our algorithm, we describe algorithms to compute a shortest non-contractible or non-separating cycle in embedded, undirected graphs in O(g 2 n log n) time with high probability. Our high-probability time bounds hold in the worst-case for generic edge weights, or with an additional O(log n) factor for arbitrary edge weights.
Introduction
Let G be a directed graph with n vertices and non-negative weights in the directed edges, embedded on a surface of genus g, and let f be an arbitrary face of G. In this paper, we describe an algorithm to preprocess the graph in O(g n log n) time and space, so that later the shortest-path distance from any vertex on the boundary of f to any other vertex in G can be retrieved in O(log n) time. Our preprocessing algorithm constructs an implicit representation of all shortest-path trees rooted at vertices of f . Storing all these shortest-path trees explicitly would require Θ(n 2 ) space in the worst case.
Euler's formula implies that any graph with n vertices embedded in a surface of genus g has O(g + n) edges. Our problem can be solved by solving the all-pairs shortest-path problem in G in O(g n + n 2 log n) time using Dijkstra's algorithm [19] with Fibonacci heaps [34] . When g = O(1), the running time can be reduced to O(n 2 ) using the faster shortest-path algorithm of Henzinger et al. [42] ; see also [59] . Our algorithm improves both of these running times if and only if g = o(n). Thus, for the rest of the paper, we assume g = o(n), which implies that G has O(n) directed edges. Our results generalize (and were inspired by) an algorithm of Klein [48] that solves the corresponding multiple-source shortest-path problem in planar graphs in O(n log n) time. Other noteworthy results on multiple-source shortest paths for planar graphs include Frederickson's all-pairs shortest-path representation [33] , Lipton and Tarjan's planar separator theorem [50] , and Schmidt's O(n log n) algorithm that supports distance queries for specific subsets of vertices on a grid [53] .
Let v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k be the sequence of vertices around the specified face f . Klein's algorithm begins with a shortest-path tree T rooted at v 0 and then proceeds in k phases; at the end of the ith phase, T is the shortest-path tree rooted at v i . At the beginning of the ith phase, the algorithm deletes the directed edge in T leading into v i , adds the directed edge from v i to v i−1 , and declares v i to be the new root. The algorithm then transforms T back into a shortest-path tree through a series of pivot operations; each pivot changes the predecessor of some vertex, replacing its previous incoming edge with a new directed edge, just as in the classical shortest-path algorithms of Dijkstra [19] and Bellman and Ford [31] . Specifically, at each iteration, Klein's algorithm pivots the leafmost unrelaxed directed edge into T . This characterization exploits the classical observation, originally by von Staudt [62] , that for any spanning tree T of any planar graph G, the edges not in T comprise a spanning tree of the dual graph G * . Klein describes how to find the leafmost unrelaxed directed edge and pivot it into T in O(log n) time, using a dynamic tree data structure [54, 58] . He also proves that each directed edge pivots into T at most a constant number of times; the O(n log n) running time follows immediately. To allow for future shortest-path queries, Klein maintains T in a persistent data structure [20] .
The main obstacle to extend Klein's algorithm to higher-genus graphs is that the complement of a spanning tree is no longer a dual spanning tree, so there is no 'leafmost' unrelaxed directed edge. Our algorithm follows Klein's basic approach, but uses a different strategy for choosing which directed edges to pivot. Conceptually, we move the root of T continuously around the boundary of f and maintain the correct shortest-path tree at all times. Even though the source vertex moves continuously, the combinatorial structure of the shortest-path tree changes only at certain critical events, when one or more directed edges pivot into the tree. Our approach can be seen both as an example of the kinetic data structure paradigm proposed by Basch, Guibas, and Hershberger [2, 38] and as a special case of the parametric shortest-path problem introduced by Karp and Orlin [44, 64] .
A key property shown in our analysis is that if we move the source vertex along a single edge of G, any directed edge of G pivots into the shortest-path tree at most once; thus, the number of pivots is equal to the symmetric difference between the initial and final shortest-path trees. Moreover, as the source vertex moves around the boundary of f , each directed edge pivots into T at most O(g) times, assuming unique shortest paths. Our algorithm finds and executes each pivot in O(g log n) time, using a complex data structure composed of O(g) dynamic trees [54, 58] . These two bounds immediately imply that we can move the source completely around f in O(g 2 n log n) time; a more refined approach improves this time bound to O(g n log n). We describe our algorithm in the simpler setting of planar graphs in Section 3 and in full generality in Section 4. In Section 5, as applications of our shortest-path algorithm, we describe algorithms to compute a shortest non-contractible cycle and a shortest non-separating cycle in a combinatorial surface in O(g 2 n log n) time. Thomassen developed the first algorithm to compute shortest non-contractible or non-separating cycles, by exploiting the so-called 3-path condition in O(n 3 ) time [61] ; see also Mohar and Thomassen [51, Sect. 4.3] . Erickson and Har-Peled described a faster algorithm that runs in O(n 2 log n) time [27] . Cabello and Mohar [12] gave an algorithm which runs in time g O(g) n 3/2 log n, the first algorithm for this problem to have a running time which was bounded by a function of the genus. Cabello [9] later improved the running time using separators to g O(g) n 4/3 . Finally, for orientable surfaces Kutz [49] developed an algorithm with a running time of g O(g) n log n which computed a finite portion of the universal cover and then did standard shortest-path computations in the resulting planar graph. Our algorithm has a better dependence on the genus and, for nonorientable surfaces of bounded genus, it is the first one to achieve a running time of O(n log n).
The initial analysis of our algorithms assumes that edge weights are generic. Specifically, we assume that there is always a unique shortest path from the source to each vertex, except at critical events, where exactly one vertex has exactly two shortest paths from the source. In Section 6, we describe two different perturbation schemes that remove this genericity assumption. The first is a simple randomized scheme based on the Isolation Lemma of Mulmuley et al. [52] that increases the running times of our algorithm at most a constant factor with high probability. The second is an efficient implementation of lexicographic perturbation [14, 40] that increases the worst-case running times of our algorithms by a factor of O(log n). Klein's planar multiple-source shortest-path algorithm [21, 48] avoids degeneracy issues by maintaining a rightmost shortest-path tree; however, it is not clear how to extend his strategy to graphs on higher-genus surfaces.
Since the preliminary version [10] of this work appeared, our algorithms have been applied by several authors [3, 5, 26, 29, 30, 32, 43, 45] , and our parametric shortest-path techniques have been applied to maximum flows in planar graphs [25] and replacement paths in surface graphs [28] . Most recently, Eisenstat and Klein have used our methods to develop O(n)-time algorithms for maximum flows and multiple-source shortest paths in unweighted planar graphs [21] . 
A surface is orientable if it contains no subspace homeomorphic to the Möbius band. We consider only compact, connected surfaces in this paper; up to homeomorphism, such surfaces are uniquely determined by genus, orientability, and the number of boundaries. When dealing with an orientable surface (which will be the majority of the time), we also fix an orientation on the surface, so that terms like 'left', 'right', 'clockwise', and 'counterclockwise' are well-defined. 
A homotopy between two paths p and q is a continuous map H :
, and H(·, 1) = p(1) = q (1) . A homotopy between two arcs α and β is a continuous map H :
is always in the same boundary component, and H(·, 1) is always in the same boundary component. A homotopy between two cycles γ and β is a continuous map H :
and H(1, ·) = β. Two curves β, γ are homotopic when there is some homotopy between them, and we denote it by β ∼ γ. Being homotopic is an equivalence relation. Up to homotopy, each boundary component of Σ admits two parametrizations as simple cycles, one being the reverse of the other. We say that a cycle is homotopic to a boundary component of Σ when it is homotopic to either of these parametrizations. If γ is a simple cycle homotopic to a boundary δ of Σ, and γ and δ are disjoint, then Σ \ γ has two connected components, one of them a topological annulus with γ and δ as boundaries.
A curve is contractible if it is homotopic to a constant map. In particular, a contractible arc must have its endpoints in the same boundary component δ and, after contracting δ to a point, the obtained loop must be contractible. A simple curve is separating if Σ \ γ has two connected components. (This concept is related to that of 2 -homology, but we will not use homology in this paper.) A simple cycle γ is contractible if and only if it bounds a disk, that is, Σ \ γ has two connected components, one of them being a topological disk.
Darts and Embeddings.
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. Following Borradaile and Klein [4, 6] , we refer to the directed edges in E as the darts of G. (The term arc has been used for something else above.) Each dart connects two vertices, called its tail and its head; we will write u v to denote a dart with tail u and head v. Each dart u v has a unique reversal, defined by swapping its endpoints; thus, the reversal of u v is v u. We will assume that whenever G contains a dart u v, then it also contains its reversal u v. This can be enforced adding any missing darts with a large enough weight, like for example twice the sum of the weights of all original darts. (In our presentation we need the weights to be finite.) Each dart u v defines an associated (undirected) edge uv, which does not carry any orientation. An edge uv represents the pair of darts {u v, v u}. For any directed graph G = (V, E), we define its associated undirected graph G un = (V, E) by replacing each dart with the associated edge. In most cases, there is no need to distinguish between G and G un and we will use G to denote either graph.
Informally, an embedding of a directed graph G on a surface Σ is an embedding of its associated undirected graph: vertices are mapped to distinct points and edges are mapped to simple paths on Σ that connect the corresponding vertices. The darts u v and v u are embedded using the path of uv, but with different orientation. A face of an embedding is a maximal connected subset of Σ that does not intersect the image of any edge or vertex. An embedding is cellular (or 2-cell [51] ) if every face is an open topological disk; in particular, if the surface has boundary, every boundary cycle must be covered by edges of the graph. Any cellular embedding can be represented combinatorially by a rotation system and a signature. A rotation system is a permutation π of the darts of G, where π( e) is the dart that appears immediately after e in the circular ordering of darts leaving tail( e). A signature is a mapping i : E(G un ) → {0, 1} assigning a bit to each edge that indicates whether the cyclic ordering at its endpoints are in the same direction or the opposite direction.
When the surface is orientable, the signature is not needed, and we can assume that the rotation system gives a counterclockwise ordering of the darts emanating from each vertex. Every dart in an embedded graph G separates two (possibly equal) faces. For orientable surfaces we may talk of the left shore and right shore, respectively denoted left( e) and right( e). Reversing any dart swaps its shores:
If G is embedded on an orientable surface of genus g, Euler's formula |V | − |E| + |F | = 2 − 2g implies that G has at most 3n − 6 + 6g edges and at most 2n − 4 + 4g faces, with equality if every face of the embedding is a triangle. If the surface is non-orientable, then Euler's formula |V | − |E| + |F | = 2 − g implies that G has at most 3n − 6 + 3g edges and at most 2n − 4 + 2g faces. We consider only graphs and surfaces with g = o(n), so in either case the overall complexity of any embedding is O(n).
Our algorithms require an explicit cellular embedding as part of the input. If no embedding is provided, it is easy to construct an embedding of any given graph on some surface, but the genus of this surface may be Ω(n) even when the minimum possible genus is constant [15] . Determining whether a given graph G can be embedded on an surface of genus g is NP-complete [60] , although there is an embedding algorithm that runs in g O(g) n log n time [46] . Moreover, for any fixed > 0, approximating the genus of an n-vertex graph within an additive error of O(n 1− ) is NP-hard [15] .
Combinatorial Surfaces. A combinatorial surface M is a surface Σ together with an undirected multigraph G with non-negative edge weights embedded cellularly on Σ. This concept, which we will use in Section 5, was introduced by Colin de Verdière [16] and it is equivalent to cellular embeddings of graphs. The combinatorial surface model is dual to the cross-metric surface model; see [17] for more discussion on this. The complexity of a combinatorial surface is the size of the multigraph that describes it.
In combinatorial surfaces, all curves are restricted to lie on G, possibly with repeated edges or vertices. Thus, a curve is a walk in G. We say a curve is simple if it can be infinitesimally perturbed off of G to be simple in Σ; note that this allows a simple curve to follow the same edge multiple times. Similarly, two curves in a combinatorial surface have k crossings if they can be infinitesimally perturbed to generic position with k crossing, and any infinitesimal perturbation of the curves to generic position has at least k crossings. In all cases, an infinitesimal perturbation of an arc should keep being an arc; the endpoints cannot go away from the boundary of the surface. The multiplicity of a curve is the maximum number of times that the same edge appears in the curve. The length of a curve γ, denoted by |γ|, is the sum of the edge weights of its edges, where each edge weight is counted as many times as the corresponding edge appears in the curve. Tree and Cotrees. Let G be an undirected graph embedded on a surface of genus g without boundary.
Duality
A spanning tree of G is just a tree formed by some subset of the edges of G that includes every vertex of G. If C * is a tree contained in the dual graph G * , we call the corresponding primal subgraph C a cotree of G; if moreover C * is a spanning tree of G * , we call C a spanning cotree. A tree-cotree decomposition of G is a partition of G into three edge-disjoint subgraphs: a spanning tree T , a spanning cotree C, and the leftover edges L = G \ (T ∪ C) [23] . For any spanning tree T , we can complete a tree-cotree decomposition by choosing any spanning tree C * of the dual subgraph (G \ T ) * . Euler's formula implies that |L| = 2g; in particular, when the underlying surface is the sphere, L is empty.
Shortest-Path Trees
Definitions. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph, and let w : E → ≥0 be a non-negative weight function on the edges. To shorten some expressions we define for every edge uv the weight
A shortest-path tree is a spanning tree of G that contains shortest paths from a source vertex s to every other vertex of G. Shortest-path trees are typically represented by storing two values at every vertex: dist(v) is the shortest-path distance from s to v, and pred(v ) is the predecessor of v in the shortest path from s to v, or equivalently, the parent of v if we regard the tree as rooted at s. In particular, dist(s) = 0 and pred(s) = NULL. Consider an arbitrary function dist: V → ≥0 , not necessarily the distance from s. We define the slack of any dart u v as follows:
So for any edge uv, we have
A dart is tense if its slack is negative, and an undirected edge is tense if either of its darts is tense. A classical result of Ford [31] , exploited by almost all shortest-path algorithms, states that a collection of distances and predecessors describes a shortest-path tree if and only if there are no tense edges, dist(s) = 0, and slack (pred(v) 
It is helpful to view the graph G as a continuous space, so that distances and shortest paths between points in the interior of edges are also well-defined. Specifically, each edge uv is homeomorphic to an interval [0, 1]; each value λ ∈ [0, 1] represents a point s λ on uv such that the distance from s λ to u is λw(v u), the distance from u to s λ is λw(u v), the distance from s λ to v is (1 − λ)w(u v), and the distance from v to s λ is (1 − λ)w(v u). In particular, s 0 = u and s 1 = v.
For simplicity of analysis, we initially assume that all vertex-to-vertex shortest paths are unique, and thus that the union of all shortest paths from a common source vertex define a unique shortest-path tree. This assumption can be enforced with high probability by adding random infinitesimal weights to each edge [52] ; we explain this randomized perturbation in detail in Section 6, where we also describe a slightly slower deterministic perturbation scheme.
Parametric Shortest Paths. Our algorithm can be viewed as a special case of the parametric shortestpath problem introduced by Karp and Orlin [44] ; see also [24, 25, 37, 64] . Suppose we are given a graph whose dart weights are linear functions of a parameter λ; specifically, let w λ ( e) = w( e) + λ · w ( e), for given functions w, w : E → ≥0 . (In Karp and Orlin's original formulation, w ( e) ∈ {0, 1} for every dart e.) Let T λ denote the shortest-path tree rooted at some fixed source vertex s with respect to the weights w λ . The parametric shortest-path problem asks us to compute T λ for all λ in a certain range.
To solve this problem, Karp and Orlin [44] propose maintaining T λ while continuously increasing the parameter λ. Although the shortest-path distances vary continuously as a function of λ, the combinatorial structure of T λ changes only at certain critical values of λ. A critical value occurs when the slack of some non-tree dart y z decreases to zero; thus, y z is just about to become tense. At this critical value, the dart y z pivots into the shortest-path tree, replacing some other dart x z; in other words, y becomes the new predecessor of z. 1 The running time of any parametric shortest-path algorithm clearly depends on two factors: (1) the amortized time required to identify the next tense dart and pivot it into the tree and (2) the number of pivots. Our initial analysis assumes that exactly one dart becomes tense at each critical value. Again, this assumption can be enforced with high probability by random infinitesimal perturbation [52] , or at the cost of a O(log n) factor in the worst-case running time; see Section 6.
Karp and Orlin's parametric shortest-path algorithm is an early prototypical example of the kinetic data structure paradigm of Basch, Guibas, and Hershberger [2, 38] . Their algorithms (and ours) can also be interpreted as a special case of the parametric objective simplex algorithm of Gass and Saaty [35, 47] ; similar approaches have been applied to several other classical parametric optimization problems [1, 22, 39] .
Dynamic Forest Data Structures
Our algorithms require dynamic forest data structures that implicitly maintain dart or vertex values under edge insertions, edge deletions, and updates to the values in certain substructures. We require two different data structures, which we call the primal tree structure and the dual forest structure, for reasons that will become clear later.
Primal tree structure. Our first data structure maintains a dynamic rooted forest with real values associated with the vertices; in our application, these values are shortest-path distances. The data structure supports the following operations:
• CREATE(val): Return a new tree containing a single vertex with value val.
• CUT(e): Remove the edge e from the tree T that contains it. The subtree that contains the root of T keeps that node as its root; the other subtree takes as root the endpoint of e that it contains.
• LINK(u, v ): Add the edge uv to the forest; the root of the subtree containing u becomes the root of the new larger tree. This operation assumes that u and v are initially in different trees.
• GETNODEVALUE(v ): Return the value associated with vertex v.
• ADDSUBTREE(∆, v ): Add the real value ∆ to the value of every vertex in the subtree rooted at v.
We emphasize that the operations LINK(u, v) and LINK(v, u) give rise to the same undirected tree, but with different roots. Several dynamic forest data structures, including Euler-tour trees [41, 57] and self-adjusting top trees [58] , support each of these operations in O(log n) amortized time, where n is the number of vertices in the forest.
Dual forest structure. Our second data structure maintains a dynamic undirected, unrooted forest, with two values val(u v) and val(v u) associated with every edge uv; that is, we associate separate values with each dart of the forest. In our application, we will have an orientable surface, each tree in the dynamic forest is a subgraph of the dual graph G * , and the value associated with any dart in the forest is equal to the slack of the corresponding primal dart. The data structure supports the following operations:
• CREATE( ): Return a new one-vertex tree.
• CUT(u v): Remove the edge uv from the forest.
• •
GETDARTVALUE(u v ): Returns the value val(u v).
This operation assumes that uv is an edge in the forest.
• ADDPATH(∆, u, v ): For each dart x y on the (unique) directed path from u to v, add ∆ to val(x y) and subtract ∆ from val( y x). This operation assumes that u and v lie in the same tree.
• MINPATH(u, v ): Return a dart x y on the (unique) directed path from u to v, such that val(x y) is minimized. This operation assumes that u and v lie in the same tree.
• JUNCTION(t , u, v ): Return the unique node that lies on the paths from t to u, from u to v, and from v to t in the forest. This operation assumes that the nodes t, u, and v lie in the same component of the forest.
Several dynamic forest data structures, including link-cut trees [54] and self-adjusting top trees [58] , can be adapted to support each of these operations in O(log n) amortized time. In their original formulations, these data structures maintain only a single value at each undirected edge. However, Goldberg, Grigoriadis, and Tarjan [36, 56] describe the necessary modifications to link-cut trees [54] to support values on directed edges, specifically for use in network-simplex algorithms, of which our algorithm is an example. Similar modifications can be applied to any other dynamic tree structure.
The only operation we require that is not part of the standard dynamic-tree literature is JUNCTION. Here we describe how to implement this operation using link-cut trees; similar methods can be used with more recent dynamic tree data structures. Internally, link-cut trees actually represent each component of the forest as a rooted tree. Link-cut trees support two additional operations:
• EVERT(v ): Make vertex v the root of the tree that contains it.
• LCA(u, v ): Return the least common ancestor of vertices u and v. This operation assumes u and v lie in the same tree [54, p. 387].
We can implement JUNCTION(t, u, v) simply by calling EVERT(t) and then returning LCA(u, v).
Algorithm for Planar Graphs
Before describing our algorithm in full generality, we first consider the special case g = 0. Given a planar graph G and one of its faces f , our algorithm computes an implicit representation of the shortest-path tree rooted at every vertex on the boundary of f . Our high-level approach is similar to Klein's algorithm [48] . We begin by computing a shortest-path tree T rooted at an arbitrary vertex on the boundary of f . We maintain T and the complementary dual spanning tree C * = (G \ T ) * in appropriate dynamic forest data structures. Then, for each edge uv in order around the boundary of f , we modify the shortest-path tree rooted at u until it becomes the shortest-path tree rooted at v. However, our algorithm uses a different pivoting strategy to update the tree. Klein's algorithm moves the source directly from u to v and then performs a sequence of pivots to repair the tree; our algorithm maintains a parametric shortest-path tree as the source point moves continuously from u to v.
Moving Along an Edge
Consider a single edge uv in G. Suppose we have already computed the shortest-path tree T u rooted at u. We transform T u into the shortest-path tree T v rooted at v using a parametric shortest-path algorithm as follows. First, we insert a new vertex s in the interior of uv, bisecting it into two edges su and sv with the parametric weights
Every other dart x y has constant parametric weight w λ (x y) := w(x y). We then maintain the shortest-path tree T λ rooted at s, with respect to the weight function w λ , as the parameter λ increases continuously from 0 to 1. The initial shortest-path tree T 0 is equal to T u , and the final tree T 1 is equal to T v . For any vertex x and any parameter value λ ∈ [0, 1], let dist λ (x ) denote the distance from s to x with respect to the weight function w λ . We color each vertex x red if dist λ (x) is an increasing function of λ, or blue if dist λ (x) is a decreasing function of λ. 2 The color of a vertex depends on the parameter λ. Every vertex except s is either red or blue, for generic values of λ. If su is an edge in T λ , then every vertex in the subtree rooted at u is red; symmetrically, if sv is an edge in T λ , then every vertex in the subtree rooted at v is blue. T 0 may contain only red vertices, and T 1 may contain only blue vertices, but there is always an interval of values of λ such that T λ contains vertices of both colors. For example it holds w λ (s u) = w λ (s v) when λ = w(u v)/ w(uv). We color an edge of G green if it has one red endpoint and one blue endpoint.
Similarly, let slack λ (x y) denote the slack of x y with respect to the weight function w λ :
We call a dart x y active if slack λ (x y) is a decreasing function of λ; only active darts can become tense.
The following lemma applies to arbitrary graphs, not just planar graphs or even graphs on surfaces. Proof: Consider an arbitrary dart x y. If x is blue and y is red then, for some constants σ 0 , σ 1 , σ 2 ≥ 0,
and therefore x y is active. Symmetrically, if x is red and y is blue, then slack λ (x y) is an increasing function of λ, and so x y is not active. Finally, if x and y are both red or both blue, then slack λ (x y) is constant, so x y is not active.
If su is not an edge in T λ , then sv ∈ T λ , and thus every vertex except s is blue. In this case, slack λ (u s) is constant and slack λ (s u) is increasing with λ, so no dart is active.
Similarly, if sv is not an edge in T λ , then su ∈ T λ , and thus every vertex except s is red. In this case, slack λ (v s) is constant and slack λ (s v) is decreasing with λ, so s v is the only active dart.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 has two immediate corollaries, which also apply to arbitrary graphs: Corollary 3.2. Fix a real value λ such that T λ contains both su and sv. As λ increases, the next dart to become tense (if any) is the active dart x y such that slack λ (x y) is minimized.
Proof: If x y is active, then slack λ (x y) = σ 0 − λ w(uv) for some constant σ 0 ≥ 0. Thus, the slack of every active dart decreases at exactly the same rate. Corollary 3.3. As λ increases continuously from 0 to 1, the number of pivots in T λ is equal to the number of edges in T u \ T v .
Proof: Just before any dart x y pivots into the shortest-path tree, x is blue and y is red; after the pivot, both x and y are blue. Thus, any dart that pivots into T λ never pivots out again.
Pivoting Quickly
To identify the next pivot quickly when G is planar, we maintain both the shortest-path tree T λ and its complementary spanning cotree C λ = G \ T λ in dynamic tree structures. Specifically, we store T λ in a primal tree structure, where the value of any node v is dist λ (v), and we store C * λ in a dual forest structure, where the value associated with any dual dart is the slack of the corresponding primal dart:
To simplify notation related to the dart u v, let a be the face tail((u v) blue dual faces are both connected. Thus, both of these unions are topological disks whose common boundary is a cycle in G * , composed of the edge a b and the unique (undirected) path from a to b in C * λ . Any active dart must cross this cycle in the opposite direction as the dart u v. Lemma 3.5. We can perform the next pivot into T λ in O(log n) amortized time.
Proof: Our algorithms for finding the next dart to pivot and executing the pivot are shown in Figure 2 . Each algorithm performs a constant number of dynamic forest operations, plus a constant amount of additional work.
Under most circumstances, calling MINPATH(a, b) gives us (the dual of) the next dart x y to pivot into the tree, but there are several boundary cases. Two such cases are described by Lemma 3.1(a) and (b); another arises when there is too much slack for x y to pivot before λ reaches 1. To detect this latter case, we compute the value λ that would make the slack of x y zero and check whether it is below 1. All these cases are handled by our algorithm FINDNEXTPIVOT.
If FINDNEXTPIVOT returns a dart x y, we perform the necessary data structure updates by calling PIVOT(x y). If ∆ is the current slack of x y, the parameter λ must increase by ∆/ w(uv) before x y actually pivots into T λ . We increase the distances of the red vertices by ∆ R = ∆w(v u)/ w(uv) by calling ADDSUBTREE(∆ R , u), decrease the distances at the blue vertices by ∆ B = ∆w(u v)/ w(uv) by calling ADDSUBTREE(−∆ B , v), and adjust the slacks of all the active darts and their reversals by calling ADDPATH(−∆, a, b). Finally, we fix the underlying tree-cotree decomposition using two CUT and two LINK operations.
When there are no edges left to pivot into the tree T λ , the algorithm FINDNEXTPIVOT returns NULL. However, we still have to slide the source s by 1 − λ to reach v. Thus, the distances in the primal tree have to be updated by calling ADDSUBTREE(
We have shown the following result, already proved by Klein [48] . Theorem 3.6. Let G be a directed plane graph with n vertices, and let s be any vertex in G. After O(n log n) preprocessing time, we can maintain a representation of the shortest-path tree T s that supports the following operations:
• Given any vertex v, return the shortest-path distance from s to v in O(log n) time.
• Given any vertex v, return the last edge on the shortest-path from s to v in O(1) time.
• For any edge sv, change the source vertex from s to v in O(k log n) amortized time, where k is the number of edges in A nearly identical algorithm updates the shortest-path tree after changing the weight of any single edge, or deleting an edge, or inserting an edge (provided the graph remains planar), in O(k log n) amortized time, where k is the number of edges added to or deleted from the shortest-path tree.
Moving Around a Face
Finally, we bound the running time of our algorithm as the source vertex moves all the way around the boundary of a given face f . Klein [48] noted that if one maintains the so-called leftmost shortest-path tree, each edge enters and leaves the shortest-path tree at most a constant number of times. (For graphs with unique shortest-paths, the leftmost shortest-path tree is the unique shortest-path tree.) This property also holds for our algorithm when the edge weights are generic.
Lemma 3.7. Assume that the edge weights are generic. As the source point s moves around the boundary of f , each dart of G pivots into (or out of) the shortest-path tree rooted at s at most once.
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume f is the outer face of G. Let T be any spanning tree T of G, let e be any edge of T , and let S be either component of T \ e. The Jordan curve theorem implies that the subtree S contains either no vertices of f , every vertex of f , or a contiguous interval of vertices of f .
Consider an arbitrary dart x y. Let A be the set of vertices of f whose shortest-path trees contain x y. Equivalently, A is the set of vertices of f that lie in the subtree rooted at x in the shortest-path tree rooted at y, if all edges of G are reversed. Thus, either A is empty, A is the complete set of vertices in f , or A is a contiguous interval of vertices along the facial walk defining f . In the first case, x y is never in the shortest-path tree; in the second case, x y is always in the shortest-path tree; in the third case, x y pivots in exactly once and pivots out exactly once.
Like Klein [48] , we can assume that the input graph G has bounded degree by replacing every vertex of degree d with a small tree of degree-3 vertices and diameter O(log d) This assumption allows us to maintain the primal dynamic tree structure and the predecessor pointers at every node in a persistent data structure [20] , so that we can access any version of the shortest-path tree in O(log n) time. (It is not necessary to make the dual forest structure persistent.) The resulting persistent data structure requires O(log n) space per pivot, or O(n log n) space overall. When converting the input graph to a graph of bounded degree, any shortest-path with k edges becomes a shortest-path with O(k log ∆) edges, where ∆ is the maximum degree in G. We have shown the following result, already proved by Klein [48] without the assumption on generic weights. Theorem 3.8. Let G be a directed plane graph with n vertices and generic edge weights, and let f be any face of G. In O(n log n) time and space, we can construct a data structure that supports the following operations:
• Given any vertex u on the boundary of f and any other vertex v, return the shortest-path distance from u to v in O(log n) time.
• Given any vertex u on the boundary of f and any other vertex v, return the shortest-path from u to v in O(log n + k log ∆) time, where k is the number of edges in the path and ∆ is the maximum degree of G.
Algorithm for Higher-Genus Graphs
Our algorithm for planar graphs does not immediately extend to graphs of higher genus, primarily because the complement of a spanning tree is no longer a cotree, and therefore the active darts can have much more complex structure than a single dual path. Even when the red and blue subtrees are separated by a single dual cycle at one value of λ, a single pivot can split the red-blue boundary into multiple dual cycles; see Figure 3 . Also, the analysis of the planar algorithm (implicitly) relies on the Jordan Curve Theorem, which does not hold on surfaces of higher genus. We first restrict our attention to orientable surfaces. In Section 4.4 we show how to reduce the case of non-orientable surfaces to orientable ones.
Maintaining a Grove
Let G be a cellularly embedded graph on an orientable surface Σ of genus g > 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that G is a triangulation, so that every vertex of the dual graph G * has degree 3.
Let F be a spanning forest of G with κ components (that is, a spanning tree of G minus κ − 1 edges) for some constant κ. (In our application, we always have 1 ≤ κ ≤ 3.) Euler's formula implies that the complementary dual subgraph X = (G \ F ) * is a tree plus 2g + κ − 1 extra edges. Following Erickson and Har-Peled [27] , we refer to X as a cut graph; removing X cuts the underlying surface Σ into κ topological disks. Our parametric shortest-path algorithm requires us to quickly identify active darts in this cut graph, and to maintain it as edges are inserted and deleted from F . To support these operations quickly, we decompose X into O(g) edge-disjoint subtrees as follows.
Let X be the subgraph of X obtained by repeatedly removing vertices of degree 1 until no more remain; X is sometimes called the 2-core of X . The subgraph of removed edges is a forest, which we denote H (for 'hair'). Equivalently, a dual edge e * is in X if and only if the endpoints of the primal edge e lie in different trees in F , or if both endpoints are in the same tree, but adding e to that tree creates a non-contractible cycle. Euler's formula implies that X consists of 6g
. . , which meet at 4g + 2κ − 2 = O(g) vertices of degree 3 [27, Lemma 4.2]. We refer to each path π i as a cut path, and each degree-3 vertex a branch point. For each index i, let C i denote the union of π i with all trees in H that share a vertex with π i . We call each cut path π i the anchor path and its endpoints a i and b i the anchor vertices of the corresponding subtree C i . We call the set of O(g) edge-disjoint subtrees {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , . . .} a grove. 3 We maintain the grove by storing the subtrees C i in the dual forest data structure described in Section 2.3. We maintain three separate copies of each branch point in this data structure, one for each subtree C i that contains it. We also separately record (the correct copies of) the anchor vertices of each subtree C i . Our grove data structure supports two restructuring operations:
• GROVELINK(u v, α, β): Add edge uv to the cut graph, and set val(u v) = α and val(v u) = β.
This operation assumes that u and v are not in the same subtree C i .
• GROVECUT(u v): Remove edge uv from the cut graph.
To insert an edge uv into X , we first determine the subtrees C i and C j that contain u and v, respectively. We then find the verticesâ = JUNCTION(u, a i , b i ) andb = JUNCTION(v, a j , b j ) . Next we insert the edge into the dynamic forest by calling LINK(u v, α, β), which merges the two subtrees C i and C j into a single subtreeĈ. We splitĈ into five smaller subtrees by splittingâ andb into three copies, each carrying one outgoing edge, using a constant number of CUT and LINK operations. Finally, we store the anchor vertices of each of the five new subtrees; in particularâ andb are the anchor vertices for the subtree containing uv. See Figure 4 . The entire procedure takes O(log n) amortized time.
To remove the edge uv, we follow the insertion procedure in reverse. We begin by determining which tree C i contains uv. We then merge the three copies of the anchors a i and b i into single vertices, thereby merging five trees into a single treeĈ. We remove the edge from the dynamic forest by calling CUT(uv), splittingĈ into two subtrees, one containing u and the other containing v. Finally, we update the anchor vertices of these two subtrees. Again, the entire procedure takes O(log n) amortized time. Figure 5 . Naive algorithms to find and execute the next pivot when G has positive genus.
FINDNEXTPIVOT: if pred(v) = s then return s v if pred(u) = s then return NULL
minStep ← 1 − λ nextPivot ← NULL for each subtree C i if C i is green (x i y i ) * ← MINPATH(a i , b i ) ∆ ← GETDARTVALUE((x i y i ) * ) if ∆/ w(uv) < minStep nextPivot ← (x i y i ) minStep ← ∆/ w(uv) return nextPivot PIVOT(x y): ∆ ← GETDARTVALUE((x y) * ) λ ← λ + ∆/ w(uv) ∆ B ← ∆w(u v)/ w(uv) ∆ R ← ∆w(v u)/ w(uv) if pred(u) = s then ADDSUBTREE(∆ R , u) if pred(v) = s then ADDSUBTREE(−∆ B , v) for each subtree C i if C i is green ADDPATH(−∆, a i , b i ) z ← pred( y); pred( y) ← x CUT(z y); GROVELINK((z y) * , 0, w( yz)) LINK(x, y); GROVECUT((x y) * )
Pivoting Quickly
Now we describe how to efficiently move the source of a shortest-path tree in G along a single edge uv, using the parametric shortest-path approach described in Section 3.1. We cannot apply the planar algorithm directly, because the set of active darts is no longer dual to a directed path in G * . However, the grove structure we just described lets us quickly identify a superset of the active darts. Suppose su and sv are both edges in the current shortest-path tree T λ . Let R and B be the induced red and blue subtrees of T λ , and let X = (G \ (R ∪ B)) * . We maintain the cut graph X in a grove, as described above. For each i, all the primal edges dual to the edges on the anchor path π i have the same color: the paths π 1 , π 2 , . . . cut the surface into two topological disks, one of them containing the blue vertices and the other containing the red vertices, and thus each path π i is on the boundary between disks of different colors or disks of the same color. We can then associate a color to each subtree C i in the grove according to the colors of primal edges that cross the anchor path π i . If the crossing edges have two red endpoints, we color C i red; if the crossing edges have two blue endpoints, we color C i blue; if the crossing edges have one red endpoint and one blue endpoint, we color C i green. Observe that the green edges of G are precisely the edges that cross green anchor paths. We direct the green anchor paths so that they contain the duals of active darts; that is, for any dart x y where x is blue and y is red, the dual dart (x y) * lies on some directed green anchor path. For each directed green anchor path π i , let a i denote its start vertex and b i its end vertex. The following lemma is now almost immediate.
Lemma 4.1. We can perform the next pivot into T λ in O(g log n) amortized time.
Proof:
The modified algorithms to find the next edge to become tense and pivot it into the shortest-path tree are shown in Figure 5 . There are only a few differences from the planar algorithms. First, we must examine every directed green anchor path to find the next edge to pivot. Second, we must call ADDPATH on every green anchor path to update the slacks of the green edges. Finally, we must call GROVECUT and GROVELINK to repair the grove data structure. Since there are O(g) subtrees C i , these algorithms perform O(g) dynamic forest operations, plus constant additional work, so their amortized running time is O(g log n).
With a little more effort, we can improve the running time slightly. In addition to our other data structures, we maintain a priority queue of the green subtrees in the grove, where the priority of any subtree C i is the minimum slack among all darts whose duals lie in π i . Because the grove never contains more than O(g) subtrees, each priority queue operation takes O(log g) time.
To find the next dart to pivot, instead of looping over every subtree in the grove, we simply extract the minimum element from the priority queue. Within each call to GROVECUT or GROVELINK, we perform a constant number of priority queue operations as subtrees are created and destroyed.
Finally, instead of calling ADDPATH once for each green subtree in PIVOT, we maintain a global offset for each green subtree in its priority queue record. This allows us to call ADDPATH just once on each green subtree, just before it is removed from the priority queue-when the subtree changes color, when the subtree is destroyed by GROVECUT or GROVELINK, or when the moving source point s reaches v. Thus, crudely, the number of calls to ADDPATH is less than the number of priority queue operations.
If we ignore priority queue operations and calls to ADDPATH, the remainder of FINDNEXTPIVOT and PIVOT requires O(log n) amortized time. Thus, to complete our analysis, we need only an upper bound on the number of priority queue operations.
A single pivot can change the colors of several subtrees in the grove. When a subtree changes from red to green, we must insert it into the priority queue; when it changes from red to blue or from green to blue, we must delete it. To detect these color changes quickly, we separately maintain a reduced cut graph X, an abstract graph with a vertex for every branch point of X and an edge e i for every cut path π i , with a cellular embedding on Σ consistent with the embedding of X . Each face of the reduced cut graph corresponds to a component of the primal forest F . We can easily update the reduced cut graph in O(1) time within each call to GROVECUT or GROVELINK.
Just after removing the old edge z y from the shortest-path tree T λ and adding its dual to the grove, color the subtree rooted at y purple. Now the reduced cut graph X has exactly three faces: one red, one blue, and one purple. Edges e i on the boundary of the purple face correspond to subtrees C i that are changing color; specifically:
• If e i also bounds the red face, the corresponding subtree C i is changing from red to green; we insert it into the priority queue.
• If e i also bounds the blue face, the corresponding subtree C i is changing from green to blue; we delete it from the priority queue.
• If e i has the purple face on both sides, the corresponding subtree C i is changing directly from red to blue; we ignore it. (However, for purposes of analysis, we pretend to execute two priority queue operations.)
During a single pivot, the time to update X and traverse the purple face is less than the time spent maintaining the priority queue, so we can ignore it. Now recall that the grove always contains O(g) subtrees. Let n red and n blue denote the number of red and blue subtrees, respectively. The number of priority queue operations for a single pivot is a constant (less than 20) plus the decrease in n red plus the increase in n blue . Over the entire parametric shortest-path algorithm, the total decrease in n red and the total increase in n red is at most O(g).
Thus, if moving the source point across uv requires k pivots, the total number of priority queue operations is O(g +k). Because we perform at most one call to ADDPATH for each priority queue operation, the number of calls to ADDPATH is also at most O(g + k). We conclude: Theorem 4.2. Let G be a directed graph with n vertices, cellularly embedded on an orientable surface of genus g, and let s be any vertex in G. After O(n log n) preprocessing time, we can maintain a representation of the shortest-path tree T s that supports the following operations:
• Given any vertex v, return the last edge on the shortest path from s to v in O(1) time.
• For any edge sv, change the source vertex from s to v in O((g + k) log n) amortized time, where k is the number of edges in T s \ T v .
Again, nearly identical algorithms update the shortest-path tree after changing the weight of any single edge, or deleting an edge, or inserting an edge (provided the graph remains embedded), in O((g + k) log n) amortized time, where k is the number of edges added to or deleted from the shortestpath tree.
Moving Around a Face
We next bound the running time of our algorithm as the source vertex moves all the way around the boundary of a given face f . We first show a bound on the number of times that an edge can enter or leave the shortest-path tree during the entire traversal, assuming generic edge weights.
Lemma 4.3.
Assume that the edge weights are generic. As the source point s moves around the boundary of f , each dart of G pivots into (or out of) the shortest-path tree rooted at s at most O(g) times.
Proof: Fix an arbitrary dart x y. Consider the facial walk W f defining f and assume that the source is moved along W f . Thus, some edges may be traversed twice by the source of the shortest-path tree, once in each direction. Let A be the set of points s (not just vertices) along W f such that the shortest-path tree rooted at s contains the dart x y. A is the union of a set of disjoint, maximal segments A 1 , . . . , A r on W f . Dart x y enters the shortest-path tree exactly r times, once at the initial endpoint of each segment A i .
Fix a point v i in each segment A i , and let p i be the shortest path from v i to y. By construction, p i uses the dart x y, and for all i = j, paths p i and p j do not cross.
Let Σ/ f be the surface obtained by contracting the face f to a point. Suppose p i and p j are homotopic in Σ/ f . Then in Σ, there is a subwalk f of f that together with p i and p j bound a disk (and thus a planar graph). This implies that the shortest path to y from every vertex of f must contain the dart x y, because of Lemma 3.7. It follows that v i and v j lie in the same segment of A, which is only possible if i and j must be equal. We conclude that the paths p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p r are pairwise non-homotopic.
Finally, a double-counting argument using Euler's formula implies that the maximum possible number of pairwise non-crossing, non-homotopic paths in Σ/ f is O(g) [13, Lemma 2.1]. Thus, r = O(g), and the proof is complete.
Recall from Theorem 4.2 that the time to move the shortest-path tree across a single edge is O ((g + k) log n), where k is the number of pivots. The previous lemma implies that the total number of pivots is O(g n), and the total number of edges in f is trivially O(n). Thus, the total running time to move the source of the shortest-path tree along the boundary of a face is O(g n log n).
Finally, in order to make our primal data structure persistent, we require the graph to have bounded degree; however, our grove data structure requires the graph to be a triangulation. We can escape this seeming contradiction as follows. Given an arbitrary embedded graph G, we first replace every high-degree vertex with a small tree of degree-3 vertices, each consisting of darts with infinitesimal weight, and then we triangulate each face with edges whose darts have large enough weight. The edges whose darts have large weight never participate in any shortest path, so the maximum degree of any node in the shortest-path path tree is always at most 3, and so the primal tree structure can be made persistent efficiently. We conclude: Theorem 4.4. Let G be an directed graph with n vertices and generic edge weights, cellularly embedded in an orientable surface of genus g, and let f be any face of G. In O(g n log n) time and space, we can construct a data structure that supports the following operations:
• Given any vertex u on the boundary of f and any other vertex v, return the shortest path from u to v in O(log n + k log ∆) time, where k is the number of edges in the path and ∆ is the maximum degree of G.
Non-Orientable Surfaces
We can extend Theorem 4.4 to non-orientable surfaces working in the orientable double cover of the surface, which is an orientable covering space of Σ. (Our construction is essentially the same as used in [11, 12] , but is presented here for completeness.) Recall that a cellular graph embedding of a graph G on a non-orientable surface consists of a rotation system, encoding the cyclic sequence of outgoing darts from each vertex, and a signature, consisting of a bit i(e) for each edge e. The signature indicates whether the cyclic sequences at its endpoints are in the same direction or the opposite direction.
The orientable double cover D of G is an embedded graph constructed as follows. u v), j) . Finally, darts (u v, 0) and (u v, 1) have the same dart weight and the same signature bit as u v. This cover is orientable because, for any cycle, the sum of the signatures of its edges is 0 modulo 2. Note that this cover D has twice as many edges as G and can be constructed in linear time.
Any walk (u 0 , j 0 )(
That is, the projection of a lift recovers the original walk. A lift is uniquely determined by the value j 0 . Indeed, since (u , j )(u +1 , j +1 ) must be an edge of D, we have
This implies that a shortest path from u to v in G corresponds to either the shortest path from (u, j) to (v, 0) or the shortest path from (u, j) to (v, 1), where j ∈ {0, 1} is arbitrary. Therefore, the distance in G from u to v is the minimum between the distance from (u, j) to (v, 0) and the distance from (u, j) to (v, 1). It is easy to see that a cycle in D is a facial cycle of D if and only it projects to a facial cycle of G. It follows that D has twice as many faces as G. Euler's formula then implies that the genus of D is g − 1.
We can now extend Theorem 4.4 to non-orientable surfaces. Given the graph G and a face f , we construct the orientable double cover D, choose one of the lifts f of f in the double cover, and store the data structure of Theorem 4.4 for D and f . This construction takes O(g n log n) time because D has size O(n) and smaller genus. Whenever we want to compute a distance in G from a vertex u, on the boundary of f , to a vertex v, we take the copy (u, j) of s on the boundary of f , query for the distances in D from (u, j) to (v, 0) and from (u, j) to (v, 1), and return the smallest. This takes O(log n) time. The shortest path from s to v can also be recovered using the projection of the shortest path in D from (u, j) to (v, 0) or (v, 1), whichever is closer. We summarize: Corollary 4.5. Theorem 4.4 also holds for non-orientable surfaces.
Computing Shortest Non-Separating and Non-Contractible Cycles
Let Σ be a combinatorial surface with complexity n and genus g; this surface may or may not be orientable. In this section, we describe algorithms to find the shortest non-separating and shortest non-contractible cycles in Σ. Throughout this section we assume generic edge weights. Arbitrary weights are treated in Section 6. Our use of the technique for maintaining shortest-path trees is condensed in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let α be an arbitrary simple cycle or arc in Σ. A shortest cycle crossing α exactly once can be obtained in O(g n log n) time. For any simple arc or cycle α, let Cross(α) denote the set of cycles that cross α exactly once. If α is separating, then Cross(α) is empty, because every cycle crosses α an even number of times. Also, every cycle in Cross(α) is non-contractible, because contractible cycles are also separating, and therefore any cycle must cross them an even number of times.
Proof:
Consider the surface obtained by cutting Σ along α: each vertex v in α gives rise to two vertices v and v , and two boundary arcs or cycles α and α . Let Σ be the surface obtained by gluing disks to the boundary components that contain α and α . (If α is an arc or a 1-sided cycle, then α and α can be contained in a single boundary.) A cycle in Σ that crosses α once at a point v becomes a path in Σ between v and v . Thus, a shortest cycle that crosses α once at v is a shortest path that connects v to v in Σ ,
Shortest Non-Separating Cycle
Consider a surface Σ. It suffices to consider surfaces without boundary, because any shortest nonseparating cycle in Σ is also non-separating in the surface obtained by attaching disks to the boundaries.
Cabello and Mohar [12] describe how to construct in O(g n log n) time a set S of O(g) simple cycles such that the shortest cycle in ∈S Cross( ) is a shortest non-separating cycle. This set is constructed by fixing a shortest-path tree T x from any vertex x ∈ G, fixing a tree-cotree decomposition (T x , C x , L x ), and then setting S to be the set of cycles formed by adding each of the edges e ∈ L x to T x . Cabello and Mohar use 2 homology and the fact that the cycles are formed from 2 shortest paths to prove that the shortest non-separating cycle must cross some cycle of S exactly once [12] .
Once we have the set S, we compute the shortest non-separating cycle by applying Lemma 5.1 once for each simple cycle in S, and taking the globally shortest cycle. Theorem 5.2. Let Σ be a surface of complexity n and genus g, with generic weights. We can find a shortest non-separating cycle in Σ in O(g 2 n log n) time.
Shortest Non-Contractible Cycle
The main technique for non-contractible cycles is to find a curve that intersects a shortest non-contractible cycle at most once and whose removal decreases either the genus or the number of boundaries of Σ.
Our main tool to prove that such a curve exists is the following exchange argument.
Lemma 5.3. Let Σ be a combinatorial surface and let x be a shortest non-contractible loop with given basepoint x ∈ Σ. There is a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ that crosses x at most once.
Proof: Let C be any non-contractible cycle that crosses x at least twice, at points y and z. Let γ 1 and γ 2 be the two subpaths of C from y to z, and let β 1 and β 2 be the subpaths of x from y to z so that β 1 contains x. To simplify notation, we do not differentiate between a path and its reverse. We consider two cases, and in each case find a non-contractible cycleC that is no longer than C and crosses x fewer times than C. This implies that some shortest non-contractible cycle crosses x at most once. First, suppose β 2 ∼ γ 1 ; the case β 2 ∼ γ 2 is symmetric. The loop β 1 · γ 1 passes through x, and it is non-contractible because (
The cycleC also crosses x at least two fewer times than C, and |C| = |γ 2 | + |β 2 | ≤ |γ 2 | + |γ 1 | ≤ |C|. Now suppose that β 2 is not homotopic to γ 1 or γ 2 . In this case, the cycles β 2 · γ 1 and β 2 · γ 2 are non-contractible. The cycle β 1 · γ 1 or the cycle β 1 · γ 2 is non-contractible (perhaps both); otherwise γ 1 ∼ β 1 ∼ γ 2 , which would imply that C = γ 1 · γ 2 is contractible. Let us suppose that β 1 · γ 1 is noncontractible; the other case is symmetric. Since β 1 · γ 1 is a non-contractible loop through x, we have |β 1 | + |β 2 | = | x | ≤ |β 1 | + |γ 1 |, and so |β 2 | ≤ |γ 1 |. The cycleC = β 2 · γ 2 is non-contractible because β 2 γ 2 . CycleC also crosses x two fewer times than C, and
The following lemma discusses what happens with simple non-contractible cycles when pasting a disk into a boundary of the surface. It should be noted that any shortest non-contractible cycle is always simple.
Lemma 5.4. Let Σ be a surface with boundary and let δ be one of its boundary components. Let Σ be the surface obtained by pasting a disk to δ. A non-contractible simple cycle in Σ is either non-contractible in Σ or homotopic to δ in Σ.
Proof: Consider a non-contractible simple cycle C in Σ. Let D δ be the disk that is attached to Σ to obtain Σ . If C is contractible in Σ , then C bounds a disk D C in Σ . The disk D C must contain D δ , because otherwise, C would also bound a disk in Σ, implying that C is contractible in Σ. D C \ Dδ is an annulus in Σ with boundary cycles C and δ. It follows that C and δ are homotopic in Σ.
We also have the following results regarding arcs in a surface with boundary.
Lemma 5.5. Let Σ be a surface with boundary, let δ be one of its boundary cycles, and let α be a shortest non-contractible arc with endpoints in δ. There is a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ that is either homotopic to δ or that crosses α at most once.
Proof: Let C be a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ. Assume C δ, since otherwise the proof is complete. Lemma 5.4 implies that C is a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ , the surface obtained by pasting a disk D at δ. In the surface Σ , place a new vertex p in D and connect it through edges with weight L to each vertex of δ. Consider the loop with basepoint p that follows the edge p α(0), the arc α, and the edge α(1) p. If we choose L large enough, is a shortest non-contractible loop in Σ through p, so Lemma 5.3(a) implies that a shortest non-contractible cycle C in Σ crosses at most once. We must have |C | = |C|, and if L is large enough, C must avoid the disk D. It follows that C is a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ that crosses α at most once.
Lemma 5.6. Let Σ be a surface with at least two boundary components, and let α be a shortest arc connecting two different boundaries of Σ. There is a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ that crosses α at most once.
Proof: Let C be a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ that crosses α the minimum number of times. We claim that C crosses α at most once. Assume for the purpose of contradiction that C crosses α at least twice, and let y and z be two such crossings. Let γ 1 and γ 2 be the two subpaths of C from y to z, letα be the subpath of α from y to z. Since α is a shortest arc connecting the two specified boundaries, we have |α| ≤ |γ 1 | and |α| ≤ |γ 2 |. Ifα γ 1 , then we have a contradiction: the cycleα · γ 1 is non-contractible, crosses α fewer times than C does, and |α| + |γ 1 | ≤ |γ 2 | + |γ 1 | = |C|. Similarly, we must haveα ∼ γ 2 . But then γ 1 ∼ γ 2 , which implies that C is contractible, which is a contradiction.
The next lemma summarizes the algorithmic tools that we will use.
Lemma 5.7. Let Σ be a surface of complexity n.
(a) Given a basepoint x, we can find a shortest non-contractible loop with basepoint x in O(n log n) time. This loop has multiplicity 2. (b) Given a boundary δ, we can find in O(n log n) time a shortest cycle homotopic to δ. (c) Given a boundary δ, we can find in O(n log n) time a shortest non-contractible arc with endpoints in δ. This arc has multiplicity at most 2 and is edge-disjoint from δ. (b) See Cabello et al. [11] .
(c) Contract δ to a point p and construct a shortest non-contractible loop with basepoint p as in part (a). This is the desired arc in Σ. Theorem 5.9. Let Σ be a combinatorial surface with complexity n, genus g, and b boundaries, with generic edge weights. We can find a shortest non-contractible cycle of Σ in O((g 2 + b)n log n) time.
Proof: We apply Lemma 5.8 to Σ. We spend O(bn log n) time, and have reduced the problem to find a shortest non-contractible cycle in a surface Σ of genus g and no boundary. We next give an iterative algorithm that reduces either the genus or the number of boundaries of the subproblems in each iteration. Through the algorithm we use a variable minCycle to store the shortest non-contractible cycle found so far. In each iteration we find one new non-contractible cycle γ whose length is compared against the length of minCycle, and minCycle is updated if needed. The algorithm stops when each remaining component is a topological disk. We distinguish three cases. Σ denotes the surface in the subproblem. Through the algorithm the surface Σ has genus at most g and each component of Σ has at most two boundaries.
(a) If Σ is a surface without boundary, we choose a point x ∈ Σ and find a shortest non-contractible loop x through x (Lemma 5.7(a)). Lemma 5.3 implies that there is a shortest non-contractible cycle in Σ crossing x at most once. We compute the shortest cycle γ in Cross( x ) using Lemma 5.1 and update minCycle with γ, if it is shorter. Then we set Σ = Σ \ x . Note that if x is separating, then Σ has two connected components and Cross( x ) = . If Σ has complexity m, we spend O(g m log m) time in this iteration. This finishes the description of the algorithm. The algorithm has O(g) iterations; starting with no boundary, we iterate in case (a) once and then cases (b) or (c) at most 2g times. The arcs and loops that are used to cut, which are obtained from Lemma 5.7, have multiplicity at most two and are edge-disjoint from the boundary. Thus any subsurface Σ considered in a subproblem has at most four copies of an edge of Σ. This means that any surface Σ has complexity O(n) and in each iteration we spend O(g n log n) time.
Enforcing Genericity
So far we have assumed that input edge weights are generic. Specifically, our analysis requires that all vertex-to-vertex shortest paths are unique and that exactly one dart becomes tense at each critical value of λ. This assumption can be enforced-or from the algorithm user's viewpoint, removed-using standard perturbation techniques. We describe two different perturbation schemes in this section. The first is a simple randomized method based on the Isolation Lemma of Mulmuley et al. [52] that succeeds with high probability, without increasing the asymptotic running time of our algorithms. The second is a more complex deterministic method based on lexicographic perturbation that increases our worst-case running times by a factor of O(log n).
Klein's planar multiple-source shortest-path algorithm [48] and its recent improvement for unweighted graphs by Eisenstat and Klein [21] avoid degeneracy issues by pivoting the leafmost tense dart into at every iteration, thereby maintaining the rightmost shortest-path tree. However, it is not clear how to extend their strategy to graphs on higher-genus surfaces, because the dual complement of a shortest-path tree is no longer a tree.
Random Perturbation
Our first perturbation scheme simply adds a small amount of random noise to the edge weights. Intuitively, we modify the weight of each dart by defining w(x y) := w(x y) + ω(x y) · for some perturbation value ω(x y), chosen independently and uniformly at random from the set {1, 2, . . . , n 4 }, and some sufficiently small > 0. Instead of choosing an explicit numerical value , we consider the limiting behavior as approaches zero. Equivalently, we define the perturbed weight of each dart as a two-dimensional vector
Shortest-path lengths and slacks are now also vectors. We compare these vectors lexicographically; that is, Lemma 6.1. Let ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω n ) be a vector of n integers, chosen uniformly at random from {1, 2, . . . , N } n , and let Π be an arbitrary set of vectors in {−1, 0, 1} n . With probability at least 1 − 3n/N , there is a unique vector π ∈ Π that minimizes the inner product 〈ω, π〉.
Proof:
Fix an index i. For each ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, let Π i, denote the subset of vectors in Π whose ith coefficient is , and define m i, := min
(We assume here that every set Π i, is non-empty.) Observe that m i, is independent of ω i because the terms ω i cancel out. Let M i = {m i, + ω i | ∈ {−1, 0, 1}}, and observe that min π∈Π 〈ω, π〉 is the smallest element of M i . Call the coefficient ω i singular if M i has fewer than three distinct elements, or equivalently, if at least one of the following equations holds:
Because m i, − m i, is independent of ω i , for any , ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and ω i is drawn uniformly at random from a set of size N , the probability that ω i is singular is at most 3/N . (In fact, if any set Π i, is empty, this probability is at most 1/N .) It follows that with probability at least 1 − 3n/N , none of the coefficients of ω is singular. Call a vector π ∈ Π optimal if it minimizes the inner product 〈ω, π〉. If there are two optimal vectors, they differ in some index i, and the corresponding coefficient ω i is singular.
In our applications of Lemma 6.1, n is the number of darts in the input graph, ω is the vector of perturbation values (indexed by darts), N = n 4 , and each vector in Π is either the indicator vector of a simple directed path in G or the difference between two such vectors.
Lemma 6.2. With probability at least 1 − O(1/n), all vertex-to-vertex shortest paths are unique.
Proof: Fix two vertices x and y, and let Π be the set of all indicator vectors for paths from x to y that are shortest with respect to the unperturbed edge weights. Lemma 6.1 implies that the path in Π with minimum perturbed length is unique with probability at least 1 − 3/n 3 . There are O(n 2 ) pairs of vertices.
Lemma 6.3. With probability at least 1 − O(1/n), the tensest active dart is always unique.
Proof: Fix a point in our parametric shortest-path algorithm's execution between pivots, and let u v be the dart containing the moving source vertex. For any other dart x y, define
where dist(v, x) denotes the shortest-path distance from v to x. If x y is active, then
It follows that the active dart with minimum slack is also the active dart with minimum excess. For any active dart x y, let π(u v, x y) denote the vector in {−1, 0, 1} where each 1 indicates either a dart on the shortest path from v to x or the dart x y, and each −1 indicates a dart on the shortest path from u to y. (Because x is blue and y is red, these two shortest paths are disjoint.) Let A min denote the set of active darts with minimum unperturbed excess, and let Π denote the set of all vectors π(u v, x y) such that x y ∈ A min . Lemma 6.1 now implies that the dart in A min with perturbed excess is unique with probability at least 1 − 3/n 3 .
Finally, the set of active darts changes at most O(n) times as we move the source point along any dart u v, and there are n possible source darts u v. It follows that there are at most O(n 2 ) distinct sets A min during the entire execution of the algorithm, even if we do not restrict the source dart to lie on the boundary of a particular face.
We can make the collision probability as small as we like by choosing the perturbation values from a larger set of integers. Specifically, to reduce the probability of a collision to O(1/n c ), it suffices to draw perturbation values from a set of size Θ(n c+3 ).
Corollary 6.4. Let G be an directed graph with n vertices and arbitrary edge weights, cellularly embedded in a surface of genus g, and let f be any face of G. In O(g n log n) time and space with high probability, we can construct a data structure that supports the following operations:
Corollary 6.5. Let Σ be a combinatorial surface with complexity n and genus g, with arbitrary edge weights. We can find a shortest non-separating cycle of Σ in O(g 2 n log n) time with high probability.
Corollary 6.6. Let Σ be a combinatorial surface with complexity n, genus g, and b boundaries, with arbitrary edge weights. We can find a shortest non-contractible cycle of Σ in O((g 2 + b)n log n) time with high probability.
Lexicographic Perturbation
Our second method is an efficient implementation of the lexicographic perturbation, first proposed by Charnes [14] and Dantzig et al. [18] . Hartvigsen and Mardon [40] proposed a similar perturbation scheme for efficiently computing minimum-cost cycle bases in planar graphs; their algorithm (including the perturbation scheme) was more recently improved by Borradaile et al. [7, 63] . 4 Arbitrarily index the darts in G from 1 to n, and let i(x y) denote the index of x y. We intuitively define the perturbed weight of x y as w(x y) := w(x y) + i(x y) , for some sufficiently small > 0. Again, instead of choosing an explicit numerical value for , we consider the limiting behavior as approaches zero. Equivalently, we define the perturbed weight of x y to be an (n + 1)-dimensional vector, whose first coefficient is the unperturbed weight, whose (i(x y) + 1)th coordinate is 1, and whose other coordinates are all zero. As in the previous scheme, path lengths and slacks are also vectors, which we compare lexicographically; the result of a comparison is determined by the first coordinate in which the two vectors differ. Two linear combinations of lexicographically perturbed edge weights are equal if and only if they have identical coefficient vectors. Thus, any two simple paths have distinct lengths, so shortest paths are unique, and any two dart pairs have distinct excesses, so the tensest active dart is always unique. However, a naïve implementation of lexicographic perturbation requires O(n) time for each addition, subtraction, or comparison of length vectors.
To implement lexicographic perturbation more efficiently, we store the shortest-path tree T in a dynamic tree data structure that stores the indices of all darts in T and supports the following operations:
• CREATE(v): Create a new one-vertex tree.
• LINK(u, v): Add the edge uv to T .
• CUT(e): Remove edge e from T .
• LCA(u, v): Return the least-common ancestor of nodes x and y.
• PATHMININDEX(u, v): Return the minimum-index dart on the directed path in T from x to y.
This new minimum-index tree structure can be implemented using Euler-tour trees [41, 57] or selfadjusting top trees [58] , so that each operation is supported in O(log n) amortized time. We emphasize that the minimum-index structure is distinct from the primal tree structure that our algorithm already maintains, as described in Section 2.3.
Our algorithms make only two types of comparisons that depend on the edge weights: (1) comparisons between path-lengths in Dijkstra's algorithm when constructing the initial shortest-path tree, and (2) comparisons between slacks of active darts during the main algorithm. Moreover, the running time of our algorithm is dominated by the total time to perform these comparisons. Each of these comparisons can be performed in O(log n) time using the minimum-index structure, as described below. We emphasize that our perturbation scheme does not support comparisons between arbitrary path lengths or arbitrary slacks, but only those comparisons necessary to support our algorithm. Dijkstra's algorithm. We construct the initial shortest-path tree using Dijkstra's classical algorithm, which can be formulated as follows. The algorithm maintains a tree T of shortest paths from the source vertex s to a subset of the vertices, initially containing only s. Each vertex x maintains a tentative distance dist(x) (initially ∞) and a tentative predecessor pred(x) ∈ T (initially undefined). At each iteration, the algorithm finds the vertex x ∈ T with with minimum tentative distance, adds the dart pred(x) x to T , and updates the distances and predecessors of the out-neighbors of x.
All comparisons made by this formulation of Dijkstra's algorithm have the following form: Given two darts x y and x y , where x and x are in T (and y and y are not), decide whether dist(x)+w(x y) is smaller or larger than dist(x )+w(x y ). (It is possible that x = x or y = y , but not both.) Moreover, the running time of the algorithm is dominated by the time of these comparisons. Letx denote the least common ancestor of x and x . The result of this comparison depends on the sign of the following expression:
dist(x, x) + w(x y) − dist(x, x ) − w(x y ).
If the two unperturbed path lengths are equal, the sign of the perturbed expression depends on the minimum index among x y, x y , and the darts in the paths in T fromx to x and x . Main algorithm. In our main algorithm, we store only the unperturbed shortest-path distances and slacks in the primal tree and dual forest structures, respectively; the lexicographically perturbed weights are used only to break ties in MINPATH queries to the dual forest structure and in maintaining the priority queue of green subtrees, as described in Section 4.2. In both cases, we need to break ties between active darts with the same unperturbed slack. Suppose we are moving the source vertex along u v. As in our randomized perturbation scheme, the key observation is that the difference between slacks is independent of the parameter λ. The paths fromx to x and x lie in the blue subtree of T λ ; the paths fromŷ to y and y lie in the red subtree of T λ ; and the darts x y and x y are both green. Thus, all six of these directed paths are edge-disjoint. If the unperturbed slacks of x y and x y are equal, then the result of the perturbed slack comparison depends on the minimum index among all darts in these six paths. Corollary 6.7. Let G be an directed graph with n vertices and arbitrary edge weights, cellularly embedded in a surface of genus g, and let f be any face of G. In O(g n log 2 n) time and O(g n log n) space in the worst case, we can construct a data structure that supports the following operations:
Corollary 6.8. Let Σ be a combinatorial surface with complexity n and genus g, with arbitrary edge weights. We can find a shortest non-separating cycle of Σ in O(g 2 n log 2 n) time in the worst case.
Corollary 6.9. Let Σ be a combinatorial surface with complexity n, genus g, and b boundaries, with arbitrary edge weights. We can find a shortest non-contractible cycle of Σ in O((g 2 + b)n log 2 n) time in the worst case.
